Nylon Tension Cable & Gripple System
 You will use 2 gripples for each line of cable that you run
 When should you start a new cable run?
- Each side of your fence system should have its own cable run
- At a gate opening – a new line will start on each mounting post
- Change in direction/corner post
- The fence run exceeds 100’
- Wherever you see fit for your set up

ACCESSORIES & TOOLS MENTIONED IN THIS GUIDE:
Gripples

Cable

Hogrings (used with hogringer tool)

Zip Ties

Gripple Tool

INSTALLATION PROCESS:
1. First, you will feed the cable through the first set of holes on the gripple
2. Loop the cable around the post (just once) – either at the top, middle, or
bottom- wherever you are installing the cable. To prevent sagging, you will want
to install the cable line at the top of the post
3. Put the end of the cable through the second set of holes on the gripple
4. Hold the gripple in one hand and the end of the cable line in the other (you may
want to use pliers for gripping) and pull the gripple as close to the post as you can
get it. If you purchased the gripple tool, use this in place of your hands and pliers.

5. Repeat this process on the finishing end of your cable line. You will see that on
this end, you will not be able to get the gripple as close to the post as your
starting end because as you’re pulling both the gripple and the cable, tension is
being added to the line.
* INSTALL TIP!* You do not want so much tension that your poles are starting to bend. You
want to stop when the cable line is straight and taught and no slack in the line. Tightening the
cable line too much will add unnecessary stress to your posts and will also cause the cable to
snap eventually.

6. If you find that the cable loop on the top of the poles needs
to be secured, crisscross two zip ties, forming an “X”, around
the post and over the monofilament wire to further secure the
wire in place. Secure/tighten the zip ties in the desired position
on the posts.
7. Go back and attach the top line of your fencing to the cable
line using either hogrings or zip ties.

Feel free to call with any questions during this process!

